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Steven A. Glazer*
4HOSE 3PEED #AMERAS ARE %VERYWHERE !UTOMATED
3PEED -ONITORING ,AW %NFORCEMENT AND 0HYSICS
IN -ARYLAND
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
THE STATE OF MARYLAND AND ITS CASH-STRAPPED COUNTIES and MUNICIPALITIES ARE
RAPIDLY TAKING TO THE LATEST LOCAL TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT TOOL IN !MERICASPEED
CAMERAS 4HE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE TEAMING UP WITH A GROWING
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY TO INSTALL STATIONARY AND MOBILE AUTOMATED SPEED MONITORING
DEVICES WITHIN THEIR JURISDICTIONS TO CATCH DRIVERS EXCEEDING THE SPEED LIMIT ON THEIR
STREETS AND HIGHWAYS 4HE COMBINED RADAR OR LASERANDCAMERA SYSTEMS GARNER
IMPRESSIVE REVENUES FROM HIGH VOLUMES OF RELATIVELY SMALL FINES
Ú  3TEVEN ! 'LAZER
4HE  FINES
THEMSELVES ARE JUST EXPENSIVE ENOUGH TO HURT THE AVERAGE PERSON BUT NOT HIGH
ENOUGH FOR THAT PERSON TO TAKE OFF FROM WORK OR HOME RESPONSIBILITIES TO CONTEST THE

 3TEVEN ! 'LAZER IS AN !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW *UDGE WITH THE &EDERAL %NERGY 2EGULATORY #OMMISSION AND
AN !DJUNCT 0ROFESSOR OF ,AW AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND 3CHOOL OF ,AW 4HE VIEWS THAT HE EXPRESSES IN THIS
ARTICLE ARE HIS OWN AND DO NOT REFLECT THE VIEWS OR POSITIONS OF THE &EDERAL %NERGY 2EGULATORY #OMMISSION ITS
#HAIRMAN AND #OMMISSIONERS OR ANY OTHER AGENCY OR INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE &EDERAL 'OVERNMENT
 3EE 2)#(!2$ 2/-%2 %4 !, %6!,5!4)/. /& -/.4'/-%29 #/5.493 3!&% 30%%$ 02/'2!- /&&)#% /&
,%')3 /6%23)'(4 2%0 ./  AT  -D 	 NOTING THAT AS OF  FORTYEIGHT JURISDICTIONS WITHIN
ELEVEN STATES AND THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA EMPLOYED MOBILE ANDOR FIXED SPEED CAMERAS TO PHOTOGRAPH VEHICLES
TRAVELING IN EXCESS OF THE LEGAL LIMIT	 )N !UGUST  0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY BECAME THE LATEST JURISDICTION IN
-ARYLAND TO JOIN THE NATIONWIDE TREND 'WENDOLYN 'LENN 3PEED #AMERAS ,IVE IN 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY "!,4
35. !UG   HTTPWWWBALTIMORESUNCOMEXPLOREHOWARDNEWSCOMMUNITYPHLLNEWSBRIEFCAMERAS
STORY
 3EE +RIS 6AN #LEAVE -ONEY FROM -ARYLAND 3PEED #AMERAS 'OES TO #ONTRACTOR 7*,! !"# .%73
-AY    0-	 HTTPWWWWJLACOMARTICLESCONTRACTORGETSMONEYFROMMARYLANDSPEED
CAMERASHTML REPORTING THAT -ARYLAND WORKS CLOSELY WITH !FFILIATED #OMPUTER 3ERVICES )NC TO RUN ITS
SPEED CAMERA PROGRAM	
 3EE -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 e C	 H	 7EST 	 LIMITING CIVIL PENALTY TO A MAXIMUM 
FINE AND DISALLOWING A POINT ACCRUAL ON THE VIOLATORS DRIVING RECORD	 -ARYLAND HAS GENERATED OVER  MILLION
IN PROFITS SINCE THE INCEPTION OF THE SPEED CAMERA PROGRAM #LEAVE SUPRA NOTE 
4=DH: 3E::9 #6B:G6H 6G: %K:GNL=:G:
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FINE IN COURT (ENCE THEY ARE LARGELY PAID GENERATING A CASH BONANZA FOR THE CITY OR
TOWN
4HERE ARE SOME POSITIVES TO THIS TREND )T FREES LOCAL POLICE TO DO OTHER THINGS
BESIDES MANNING SPEED TRAPS ALTHOUGH THEY STILL HAVE TO SPEND TIME DEFENDING SPEED
CAMERA TICKETS IN COURT )T FORCES DRIVERS TO BE MORE SPEEDCONSCIOUS AND INDUCES
THEM TO OBEY SPEED LIMITS LOWERING THE POTENTIAL FOR ROADWAY ACCIDENTS )T
PROVIDES LARGE AMOUNTS OF REVENUE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS GENERALLY FROM OUTOF
TOWN DRIVERS WHO UNLIKE RESIDENTS ARE UNAWARE OF WHERE THE SPEED CAMERAS ARE AT
A TIME WHEN TAX YIELDS HAVE FALLEN WITH HARD TIMES
!LTHOUGH THE NEGATIVES APPEAR MINIMAL IN COMPARISON TO THE POSITIVES THE
NEGATIVES ARE DECIDEDLY PRESENT 4HERE IS AN INHERENT FAILING OF SPEED CAMERA SYSTEMS
THAT INDUCES IRATE MOTORISTS TO FIGHT THE TICKETS IN COURT DESPITE THE MINISCULE
PENALTY AND THE BOTHER OF GOING TO COURT !S A RESULT SPEED CAMERA VIOLATIONS NOW
CLOG THE DISTRICT COURTS OF -ARYLAND AND NORMALLY PRUDENT AND REASONABLE DRIVERS
FEEL PREYED UPON BY THE UBIQUITOUS TRAPS
4HIS ARTICLE WILL EXPLORE THE PROS AND CONS OF -ARYLANDS SPEED CAMERA LAWS )T
WILL EXAMINE THE LAW THE TECHNOLOGY INVOLVED AND THE ISSUES ARISING FROM THE
INITIATION OF AUTOMATED SPEED MONITORING PROGRAMS AND THEIR ENFORCEMENT )T WILL
ALSO LOOK AT THE EFFECT OF THE PROGRAMS ON -ARYLANDS DISTRICT COURTS WHICH ARE
CHARGED BY THE LAW WITH HEARING CONTESTED SPEED CAMERA CASES
)NDIVIDUAL AUTOMATED SPEED ENFORCEMENT VIOLATIONS WHICH ARE CIVIL IN NATURE
AND DO NOT ADD POINTS TO A VIOLATORS DRIVING RECORD ARE PROBABLY TOO INSIGNIFICANT
 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT  REPORTING THAT FROM FISCAL YEAR  THROUGH  LESS THAN 
OF DRIVERS IN -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY APPEALED THE CITATION AND ON APPEAL THE DISTRICT COURT FOUND  GUILTY OF
VIOLATING THE SPEED LIMIT	
 3EE ID AT  IDENTIFYING THE BENEFITS OF SPEED CAMERAS AS DETERRING SPEEDING MODIFYING DRIVER BEHAVIOR
PROVIDING SAFER AND CONSISTENT SPEED ENFORCEMENT AND RELIEVING THE BURDEN ON POLICE RESOURCES	
 &ROM FISCAL YEARS  THROUGH   CITATIONS WERE APPEALED IN -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY )D AT 
 )D CITING 7/2,$ (%!,4( /2' 7/2,$ 2%0/24 /. 2/!$ 42!&&)# ).*529 02%6%.4)/. 35--!29 
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWWHOINTVIOLENCE?INJURY?PREVENTIONPUBLICATIONSROAD?TRAFFICWORLD?REPORT
SUMMARY?EN?REVPDF	 4HE %VALUATION OF -ONTGOMERY #OUNTYS 3AFE 3PEED 0ROGRAM NOTED THAT SPEED CAMERAS
REDUCE SERIOUS TRAFFIC INJURIES AND DEATHS BY  AS COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL ENFORCEMENT METHODS THAT ACHIEVE
A  REDUCTION )D
 3EE GENERALLY ID AT  ACKNOWLEDGING THAT THE PRIMARY CONTROVERSY OVER SPEED CAMERAS IS WHETHER THE
PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED TO GENERATE REVENUE OR TO INCREASE SAFETY	
 3EE EG ID AT n REPORTING THAT ALTHOUGH ONLY TEN CITATION APPEALS WERE SUCCESSFUL  PEOPLE IN
-ONTGOMERY #OUNTY CONTESTED CITATIONS BETWEEN  AND  RATHER THAN PAY A  FINE ACCEPT GUILT AND
WAIVE THE RIGHT TO A HEARING	
 3EE EG -ARYLAND 3PEED #AMERA 0ROGRAM &ACES .EW ,EGAL #HALLENGE #!22/,, 34!.$!2$ !PR 
  0-	 HTTPCARROLLSTANDARDCOMNEWSINOTHERNEWSMARYLANDSPEEDCAMERAPROGRAMFACES
NEWLEGALCHALLENGEHTML DESCRIBING A  CASE IN WHICH THE OUTRAGED DRIVER CONDUCTED RESEARCH OF STATE AND
LOCAL LAWS AND SUCCESSFULLY ARGUED THAT h;T=HE CAMERA IMAGES WERE OBTAINED ILLEGALLY BECAUSE THE CAMERA WAS NOT
;CALIBRATED= IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE LAWv	
 4HIS ARTICLE WILL NOT COVER THE RED LIGHT CAMERA LAWS WHICH ARE GOVERNED BY DIFFERENT STATUTES
TECHNOLOGY AND ARGUABLY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS
 3EE INFRA 0ARTS )))6
 3EE INFRA 0ARTS ))#n$ 6
3I:K:C !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FOR ATTORNEYS TO DEVELOP INTO LUCRATIVE PRACTICES 4HIS ARTICLE NEVERTHELESS MAY BE
WORTHWHILE AS A GUIDE TO THE LAYMAN SEEKING TO BE BETTER INFORMED OR EAGER TO
CONTEST AN UNJUSTIFIED SPEED CAMERA CITATION $ESPITE THE SMALL PENALTY A LARGE
NUMBER OF DRIVERS ARE SHOWING UP IN DISTRICT COURTS TO CONTEST THE CITATIONS OUT OF
INDIGNATION AT BEING SERVED WITH AN UNJUST FINE WHEN THEY ARE SURE THAT THEY WERE
NOT SPEEDING OR WHEN THE FINE IS INVALID FOR OTHER REASONS
II. MARYLAND LAW 
4HEREFORE EVEN THOUGH
SPEED CAMERA VIOLATIONS APPEAR TO BE VERY MINOR INFRACTIONS THEY ARE STRIKING A
CHORD WITH THE PUBLIC THAT IS LIKELY TO GENERATE CONSIDERABLE FUTURE LEGAL INTEREST IN
THIS TOPIC
4WO PROVISIONS OF THE -ARYLAND 4RANSPORTATION #ODE THAT WERE ENACTED IN 
HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO MOST OF THE SPEED CAMERA CASES IN THE STATE /NE OF THE LAWS IS
DESIGNED TO ALLOW COUNTY GOVERNMENTS THROUGHOUT -ARYLAND AND THE MANY
INCORPORATED CITIES AND TOWNS OF 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY IN PARTICULAR TO RUN SPEED
CAMERA PROGRAMS ON LOCAL ROADS AND IN DESIGNATED SCHOOL ZONES 4HE OTHER LAW
ALLOWS THE STATE AND COUNTIES TO DO THE SAME IN HIGHWAY WORK ZONES 3PECIFICALLY
SECTION  OF THE -ARYLAND 4RANSPORTATION !RTICLE AUTHORIZES THE CREATION OF
SPEED MONITORING PROGRAMS BY COUNTIES IN THE SCHOOL ZONES OF 0RINCE 'EORGES
#OUNTY MUNICIPALITIES AND ON ROADS WITHIN hINSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATIONv IN
0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY
 3PEED -ONITORING 3YSTEMS AND 7ORK :ONE 3PEED #ONTROL 3YSTEMS ARE GOVERNED BY THE -ARYLAND
4RANSPORTATION #ODES SECTIONS  AND  RESPECTIVELY 3EE -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 eC	 H	
7EST 	 NOTING THAT FINES MAY NOT EXCEED  FOR CIVIL PENALTIES AND SUCH CIVIL PENALTIES ARE NOT MOVING
VIOLATIONS THAT ADD POINTS TO A DRIVERS RECORD RESPECTIVELY	
3ECTION  OF THE #ODE AUTHORIZES THEIR
 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT  )N A LIMITED NUMBER OF INSTANCES THE DISTRICT COURT HAS DISMISSED
CASES IN WHICH THERE IS EVIDENTIARY SUPPORT THAT EITHER THE VEHICLE OR THE LICENSE PLATES WERE STOLEN THE DRIVER WAS
NOT DRIVING AT THE TIME OF THE CITATION THE SPEED LIMIT SIGNS WERE OBSCURED BY TREES OR THE DRIVER WAS
TRANSPORTING A PASSENGER TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM )D
 3EE -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 ee   7EST 	 SETTING FORTH PROVISIONS REGARDING SPEED
MONITORING SYSTEMS AND USE OF SPEED CONTROL SYSTEMS IN WORK ZONES	
 )D e B		VI	
4HIS SECTION APPLIES TO A VIOLATION    RECORDED BY A SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM THAT MEETS THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SUBSECTION AND HAS BEEN PLACED    ;I=N -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY ON A HIGHWAY
IN A RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT    WITH A MAXIMUM POSTED SPEED LIMIT OF  MPH    ;I=N A SCHOOL ZONE 
  ;OR I=N 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY ON THAT PART OF A HIGHWAY LOCATED WITHIN THE GROUNDS OF AN
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION    OR WITHIN ONEHALF MILE OF THE GROUNDS OF A BUILDING OR
PROPERTY USED BY THE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
)D
 )D e B		 4HE STATUTE DEFINES A hWORK ZONEv AS hA SEGMENT OF A HIGHWAY    IDENTIFIED AS A
TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL ZONE BY TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES THAT ARE PLACED OR INSTALLED IN GENERAL CONFORMANCE WITH
THE 3TATE MANUAL AND SPECIFICATIONS ADOPTED FOR A UNIFORM SYSTEM OF TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICESv AND h;W=HERE
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION REPAIR MAINTENANCE UTILITY WORK OR A RELATED ACTIVITY INCLUDING THE PLACEMENT
INSTALLATION MAINTENANCE OR REMOVAL OF A WORK ZONE TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE IS BEING PERFORMED REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER WORKERS ARE PRESENTv )D e A		
 )D e B		VI		 7EST 	
4=DH: 3E::9 #6B:G6H 6G: %K:GNL=:G:
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IMPLEMENTATION IN WORK ZONES ON EXPRESSWAYS AND CONTROLLEDACCESS HIGHWAYS
6IOLATIONS AND FINES ARE PROCESSED THE SAME WAY UNDER BOTH SECTIONS
! ,OCAL 2OADS AND 3CHOOL :ONES IN #OUNTIES AND -UNICIPALITIES
3ECTION  ALLOWS LOCAL JURISDICTIONS TO USE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMS WHEN
hAUTHORIZED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION BY LOCAL LAW ENACTED
AFTER REASONABLE NOTICE AND A PUBLIC HEARINGv )N GENERAL ALL -ARYLAND COUNTIES ARE
ENTITLED TO INSTALL SUCH SYSTEMS ON ANY OF ITS ROADS INCLUDING ON STATE HIGHWAYS WITH
THE PERMISSION OF THE 3TATE (IGHWAY !DMINISTRATION 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY
HOWEVER IS GIVEN A SPECIAL STATUS UNDER THE LAW -UNICIPALITIES IN 0RINCE 'EORGES
#OUNTY AS WELL AS THE COUNTY ITSELF MAY ALSO IMPLEMENT SUCH SYSTEMS WITHIN THEIR
OWN BOUNDARIES BUT ONLY IN DESIGNATED SCHOOL ZONES AND PARTS OF HIGHWAYS LOCATED
WITHIN THE GROUNDS OF CERTAIN hINSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATIONv
3PEED MONITORING SYSTEMS ARE DEFINED IN THE LAW AS hDEVICE;S= WITH ONE OR MORE
MOTOR VEHICLE SENSORS PRODUCING RECORDED IMAGES OF MOTOR VEHICLES TRAVELING AT
SPEEDS AT LEAST  MPH ABOVE THE POSTED SPEED LIMITv 4HE hRECORDED IMAGESv THAT
THEY PRODUCE MUST SHOW 	 hTHE REAR OF A MOTOR VEHICLEv 	 hAT LEAST TWO TIME
STAMPED IMAGES OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE THAT INCLUDE THE SAME STATIONARY OBJECT NEAR
THE MOTOR VEHICLEv AND 	 hON AT LEAST ONE IMAGE    A CLEAR AND LEGIBLE
IDENTIFICATION OF THE ENTIRE REGISTRATION PLATE NUMBER OF THE MOTOR VEHICLEv
! hSPEED MONITORING SYSTEM OPERATORv IS DEFINED IN THE LAW AS hA REPRESENTATIVE
OF AN AGENCY OR CONTRACTOR THAT OPERATES A SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMv WHICH CAN BE
THE COUNTY OR CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT )F THE MUNICIPALITY HAS NO POLICE FORCE AN
hAGENCYv CAN BE DESIGNATED BY THE LOCALITY TO IMPLEMENT THE SYSTEM ON ITS BEHALF
 )D e B		I	nIII	
3PEED MONITORING SYSTEM OPERATORS MUST BE TRAINED AND CERTIFIED BY THE
MANUFACTURER OF THE DEVICE IN THE PROCEDURES FOR SETTING UP AND OPERATING THEM
AND MUST FILL OUT AND SIGN A DAILY SETUP LOG FOR THE DEVICE THAT h;S=TATES THAT THE
SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM OPERATOR SUCCESSFULLY PERFORMED THE MANUFACTURER
 3EE ID ee C		 C		 AUTHORIZING A MAXIMUM CIVIL PENALTY OF A  FINE FOR CITATIONS IN
EITHER A SPEED OR A WORK ZONE	
 )D e B		I	
 3EE ID e B		II	 SETTING FORTH APPROVAL AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS FOR A LOCAL JURISDICTION TO
IMPLEMENT A SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM	
 )D ee B		III	 B		VI		
 )D ee B		III		!	 B		VI		
 )D e A		
 )D e A		II		n	 4HE STATUTE DEFINES hRECORDED IMAGESv AS IMAGES CAPTURED BY A SPEED
MONITORING SYSTEM IN h ;A= PHOTOGRAPH  ;A= MICROPHOTOGRAPH  ;A=N ELECTRONIC IMAGE  ;V=IDEOTAPE OR 
;A=NY OTHER MEDIUMv )D e A		I	
 )D ee A		 A		
 )D e A		I	nII	
3I:K:C ! 'A6O:G
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SPECIFIED SELFTEST OF THE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM PRIOR TO PRODUCING A RECORDED
IMAGEv
4HE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMS MUST hUNDERGO AN ANNUAL CALIBRATION CHECK
PERFORMED BY AN INDEPENDENT CALIBRATION LABORATORYv THAT CERTIFIES THE DEVICES
PERFORMANCE "OTH THE OPERATORS DAILY LOG AND THE CERTIFICATE OF CALIBRATION ARE
ADMISSIBLE AS EVIDENCE IN COURT PROCEEDINGS FOR VIOLATIONS )F AN ALLEGED VIOLATOR
DESIRES THE OPERATOR TO BE PRESENT AND TESTIFY AT TRIAL HE OR SHE MUST NOTIFY THE COURT
AND THE STATE IN WRITING NO LATER THAN  DAYS BEFORE TRIAL
h"EFORE ACTIVATING AN UNMANNED SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM THE LOCAL JURISDICTION
;MUST= PUBLISH NOTICE OF ;ITS= LOCATION    ON ITS WEBSITE AND IN A ;LOCAL=
NEWSPAPERv INSTALL PROPER SIGNAGE INDICATING THAT THE SYSTEM IS IN USE IN A SCHOOL
ZONE OR hINSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATIONv AND OPERATE THE SYSTEM hONLY -ONDAY
THROUGH &RIDAY BETWEEN  AM AND  PMv &OR THE FIRST  DAYS OF THE
SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION LOCAL JURISDICTIONS MAY ISSUE ONLY NONMONETARY WARNING
CITATIONS TO VIOLATORS
" 7ORK :ONES ON %XPRESSWAYS AND #ONTROLLED!CCESS (IGHWAYS
3ECTION  AUTHORIZES THE STATE AND LOCAL JURISDICTIONS TO OPERATE SPEED
MONITORING SYSTEMS WITHIN WORK ZONES ON EXPRESSWAYS OR CONTROLLEDACCESS
HIGHWAYS ON WHICH MOTORISTS TRAVEL AT SPEEDS OF  MPH OR GREATER !NY LOCAL
POLICE DEPARTMENT STATE POLICE DEPARTMENT OR -ARYLAND 3TATE (IGHWAY
!DMINISTRATION CONTRACTOR MAY OPERATE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMS IN SUCH WORK
ZONES 4HEY MAY BE OPERATED WHEREVER hHIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION REPAIR
MAINTENANCE UTILITY WORK OR RELATED ACTIVIT;IES=v ARE BEING PERFORMED hREGARDLESS OF
WHETHER WORKERS ARE PRESENTv
4HE SPEED MONITORING DEVICES RECORD IMAGES THE SAME WAY AS THE ONES
AUTHORIZED IN SECTION  ! WORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATOR MUST BE
TRAINED AND CERTIFIED AND MUST SIGN A DAILY SETUP LOG IN THE SAME FASHION AS HIS OR
HER COUNTERPART UNDER SECTION 
 )D e B		I	nIII	 	I	
4HE DEVICES MUST BE CALIBRATIONTESTED AND
CERTIFIED ANNUALLY BY AN INDEPENDENT CALIBRATION LABORATORY AND BOTH THE OPERATORS
DAILY LOGS AND CALIBRATION CERTIFICATES ARE ADMISSIBLE AS EVIDENCE IN COURT
 )D e B		I	
 )D e B		III	 	I	 II		
 )D e E		
 )D e B		VII	nVIII	
 )D e B		V	
 )D ee A		 B		I	nIII	
 )D AT e A		
 )D AT e A		II	
 )D e A		 SEE ALSO SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 e B		n	 7EST 	
4=DH: 3E::9 #6B:G6H 6G: %K:GNL=:G:
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PROCEEDINGS FOR VIOLATIONS 5NLIKE THE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMS OF SECTION 
 HOWEVER THE WORKZONE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMS OF SECTION  MAY NOT
OPERATE UNMANNED THEY MAY BE USED ONLY h;W=HEN BEING OPERATED BY A WORK ZONE
SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATORv
# 6IOLATIONS &INES AND %NFORCEMENT
4HE FINE FOR EXCEEDING THE POSTED SPEED LIMIT BY  MPH OR MORE IS A PENALTY OF 
UNDER BOTH SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM STATUTES 5NDER SECTION  hIF A
CONTRACTOR OPERATES A SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM ON BEHALF OF A LOCAL JURISDICTION OR
POLICE DEPARTMENT THE CONTRACTORS FEE MAY NOT BE CONTINGENT ON THE NUMBER OF
CITATIONS ISSUED OR PAIDv
&AILURE TO PAY THE PENALTY OR CONTEST LIABILITY IN A TIMELY MANNER AMOUNTS TO AN
ADMISSION OF LIABILITY AND MAY RESULT IN THE REFUSAL OF THE -OTOR 6EHICLE
!DMINISTRATION TO REGISTER THE MOTOR VEHICLE OR TO SUSPEND THE REGISTRATION
ALTOGETHER (OWEVER SPEED MONITORING ENFORCEMENT CITATIONS ARE NOT TREATED LIKE
ORDINARY SPEEDING TICKETS RATHER THAN MISDEMEANORS OR FELONIES THEY ARE CIVIL IN
NATURE DO NOT RESULT IN THE ASSESSMENT OF POINTS ON A DRIVERS RECORD AND MAY NOT
BE CONSIDERED IN THE PROVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE COVERAGE
4HE -ARYLAND DISTRICT COURTS HAVE JURISDICTION OVER SPEED MONITORING
ENFORCEMENT CASES "OTH ENABLING STATUTES SET FORTH THE SAME STANDARDS OF EVIDENCE
AND DEFENSES THAT ARE PERMITTED IN A DISTRICT COURT TRIAL OF A CONTESTED CITATION )N
ADDITION TO THE USUAL ADMISSION INTO EVIDENCE OF THE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM
OPERATORS DAILY LOG AND THE ANNUAL CALIBRATION CERTIFICATIONS OF THE MONITORING
DEVICE THE DRIVER MAY REQUEST UP TO  DAYS BEFORE TRIAL THAT A SPEED MONITORING
SYSTEM OPERATOR TESTIFY IN COURT /N THE PLAINTIFF MUNICIPALITYS SIDE A CERTIFICATE
ALLEGING THAT A VIOLATION OCCURRED THAT HAS BEEN SWORN TO OR AFFIRMED BY A POLICE
OFFICER OR AGENT OF THE ENFORCING AGENCY hBASED ON INSPECTION OF THE RECORDED
IMAGES PRODUCED BY THE SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMv OR hA WORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL
SYSTEMv IS CONSIDERED SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF THE FACTS STATED THEREIN AND THE
PRESENCE OR TESTIMONY OF THE SYSTEM OPERATOR OF THE DEVICE IS NOT REQUIRED
 )D e B		IV	 	
)N
 #OMPARE ID e B		VII	 WITH ID e B		II	
 )D ee A		 C		 B		 C		
 )D ee J		 J		
 )D ee D		XI	 D		XI	
 3EE ID ee H	 H	 DISCUSSING STATUTORY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CIVIL NATURE OF SPEED CAMERA
VIOLATIONS AND THE TRADITIONAL SPEEDING VIOLATIONS	
 3EE 42!.30 ee H	 H	 STATING THAT A SPEED CAMERA VIOLATION IS NOT A MOVING VIOLATION AND
MAY NOT BE RECORDED ON THE DRIVING RECORD OF THE OWNER OR THE DRIVER OF THE VEHICLE	
 -$ #/$% !.. #43  *5$ 02/# e 	 7EST 	 CONFERRING JURISDICTION ON THE DISTRICT
COURT FOR A CIVIL INFRACTION UNDER e AND e	
 42!.30 ee E	nF	 E	nF	
 )D ee E		 E		
 )D ee E		 E		
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ADJUDICATING SPEED CAMERA CASES THE STANDARD OF LIABILITY IS A PREPONDERANCE OF THE
EVIDENCE /N THE DEFENDANT DRIVERS SIDE DEFENSES MAY INCLUDE 	 hTHAT THE MOTOR
VEHICLE OR REGISTRATION PLATES OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE WERE STOLEN BEFORE THE VIOLATION
OCCURREDv 	 THAT THE CITED DRIVER hWAS NOT OPERATING THE VEHICLE AT THE TIME OF THE
VIOLATIONv AND 	 h;A=NY OTHER ISSUES AND EVIDENCE THAT THE $ISTRICT #OURT DEEMS
PERTINENTv
$ #ASE ,AW
3INCE THE CIVIL PENALTY IS SO LOW AND NO DETRIMENT ATTACHES TO A VIOLATORS DRIVING
RECORD OR INSURANCE ELIGIBILITY IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT ONLY ONE CASE UNDER THE SPEED
MONITORING STATUTES HAS ADVANCED TO THE -ARYLAND #OURT OF !PPEALS )N THE IRONIC
CASE OF 3TATE V #ATES -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY POLICE OFFICERS CONTESTED SPEEDING
CITATIONS UNDER THE AUTOMATED SPEED MONITORING LAW THAT WERE ISSUED TO THEM BY
THEIR POLICE DEPARTMENTS AFTER THEY WERE CAUGHT BY THE CAMERAS EXCEEDING SPEED
LIMITS WHEN OPERATING THEIR POLICE VEHICLES ON DUTY BUT NOT IN RESPONSE TO AN
EMERGENCY 4HE #OURT OF !PPEALS OF -ARYLAND VACATED AND REMANDED THE CIRCUIT
COURTS DISMISSAL OF THE TICKETS AS THE RESULT OF A TRIAL DE NOVO FOLLOWING THE DISTRICT
COURTS FINDINGS OF GUILT	 HOLDING THAT THE POLICE DEPARTMENTS INTERNAL PROCEDURE
FOR REISSUING CITATIONS THAT HAD BEEN ISSUED TO THE DEPARTMENT AS THE OWNER OF THE
POLICE VEHICLES TO OFFICERS DRIVING THE VEHICLES DID NOT VIOLATE THE OFFICERS DUE
PROCESS RIGHTS
4HE COURT IN #ATES FOUND THAT THE POLICE OFFICERS WERE SUBJECT TO LIABILITY LIKE ANY
OTHER DRIVER FOR OPERATING THEIR VEHICLES IN EXCESS OF THE SPEED LIMIT EVEN WHILE ON
DUTY )T ALSO FOUND THAT THE OFFICERS WERE NOT DEPRIVED OF DUE PROCESS BUT INSTEAD
WERE AFFORDED AMPLE OPPORTUNITY TO CONTEST THEIR LIABILITY IN DISTRICT COURT AND IN A
TRIAL DE NOVO IN THE CIRCUIT COURT PURSUANT TO THE SPEED MONITORING ENFORCEMENT
STATUTE
 )D ee E		 E		
)NTERESTINGLY FOR DRIVERS CONTESTING SPEED CAMERA VIOLATIONS UNDER THESE
STATUTES THE COURT FURTHER HELD THAT IN ADDITION TO THE DEFENSES SPECIFICALLY NAMED IN
THE STATUTES DEFENDANTS hMAY ALSO ARGUE THAT THE 3TATE HAS FAILED TO MEET THE
NUMEROUS REQUIREMENTS OF 4! 3ECTION v INCLUDING THE SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF
THE REQUIRED hRECORDED IMAGEv OF THE CITATION THE CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING FOR THE
SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM OPERATOR FROM THE SYSTEMS MANUFACTURER THE DAILY SETUP
 )D ee F		 F		
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
  !D  -D 	
 )D AT n 4HE DISTRICT COURT RULED AGAINST THE OFFICERS BECAUSE THEY VIOLATED THE SPEED LIMIT IN A
NONEMERGENCY SITUATION )D AT 
 )D AT n STATING THAT INFORMAL PROCEDURES MAY SATISFY DUE PROCESS AS LONG AS THEY ARE NEITHER
UNFAIR NOR ARBITRARY THAT THE REISSUANCE OF THE CITATION TO THE OFFICERS WAS NOT UNFAIR AND THAT THE OFFICERS IN
THIS CASE HAD OPPORTUNITIES TO APPEAL THE CITATIONS AT BOTH THE DISTRICT AND CIRCUIT COURT LEVELS	
 )D AT 
 )D AT n
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LOG AND THE SIGNED CERTIFICATE FROM AN INDEPENDENT CALIBRATION LABORATORY
/NE RARE SPEED CAMERA CASE OUTSIDE OF -ARYLAND IS ALSO WORTH MENTIONING )N
#ITY OF #LEVELAND 0ARKING 6IOLATIONS "UREAU V "ARNES
4HESE
hDEFENSESv ARE NOT EXPRESSLY NAMED IN THE STATUTES THEMSELVES THEREBY MAKING #ATES
AN IMPORTANT PRECEDENT FOR MAKING SUCH ARGUMENTS IN FUTURE CASES
 A SPEEDING TICKET FROM AN
AUTOMATED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT CAMERA WAS CHALLENGED THROUGH THE STATUTORY
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE AND THEN ON APPEAL TO THE TRIAL COURT !FTER THOSE BODIES
AFFIRMED THE TICKET THE DRIVER APPEALED TO THE /HIO #OURT OF !PPEALS 4HAT COURT
RULED IN FAVOR OF THE CITY ON THE PROCEDURAL GROUNDS RAISED BY THE DRIVER BUT FOUND
IN THE DRIVERS FAVOR THAT SIGNS MUST BE POSTED TO WARN OF THE PRESENCE OF A MOBILE
CAMERA UNIT JUST AS THEY ARE WITH FIXED CAMERA UNITS
WOULD CREATE TWO CLASSES OF CITIZENS SIMILARLY SITUATED AND TREAT THEM
UNEQUALLY THOSE ORDINARY OBSERVANT MOTORISTS THAT RECEIVED NO NOTICE THAT
THEY ARE APPROACHING AN AREA WHERE A MOBILE AUTOMATED CAMERA IS
MONITORING FOR RED LIGHT OR SPEED VIOLATORS AND THOSE ORDINARY OBSERVANT
MOTORISTS THAT RECEIVED NOTICE THAT THEY ARE APPROACHING AN AREA WHERE A
FIXED OR STATIONARY AUTOMATED CAMERA IS MONITORING FOR RED LIGHT OR SPEED
VIOLATORS
h4O FIND TO THE CONTRARYv THE
COURT STATED

4HE IMMEDIATE IMPORTANCE OF THE "ARNES CASE IS THAT MOTORISTS HIT WITH TICKETS FROM
MOBILE SPEED CAMERA UNITS THAT ARE NOT EQUIPPED WITH ADEQUATE SIGNAGE ARE ENTITLED
IN /HIO AT LEAST	 TO A MEASURE OF hEQUAL PROTECTIONv WITH MOTORISTS WHO ARE CAUGHT
BY STATIONARY UNITS WHENEVER THE GOVERNING STATUTE REQUIRES SIGNAGE FOR THE LATTER
BUT IS VAGUE ABOUT SIGNAGE FOR THE FORMER -ORE SUBTLY "ARNES SUGGESTS THAT THERE
ARE TWO CLASSES OF MOTORISTSTHOSE WHO KNOW ABOUT THE SPEED CAMERA USUALLY THE
LOCALS	 AND THOSE WHO DO NOT USUALLY OUTOFTOWNERS	 )N THE CASE OF AN ORDINARY
POLICE OFFICERMANNED SPEED TRAP THESE SEPARATE CLASSES DO NOT EXIST BECAUSE NEITHER
TYPE OF CLASS MEMBER KNOWS WHEN THE POLICE OFFICER WILL MAN THE SPEED TRAP
 )D AT   N CITING -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 ee A		II	 B		n	 7EST 		
3PEED
 .O   7,  /HIO #T !PP $EC  	
 "ARNES  7,  AT 

 )D AT 
 "ARNES APPEALED ON THE GROUNDS THAT HE DID NOT RECEIVE NOTICE OF THE MOBILE SPEED UNIT
LOCATION AS REQUIRED BY STATUTE )D
 "ECAUSE THE CITY FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENT TO POST SIGNS ALERTING DRIVERS TO ALL
AUTOMATED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT CAMERA SYSTEMS THE COURT FOUND THAT "ARNES WAS NOT LIABLE FOR THE CITATION )D AT


 )D
 3EE ID HOLDING THAT hTHE PLAIN WORDS OF THE STATUTE REQUIRE THE POSTING OF SIGNS FOR ALL AUTOMATED
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT CAMERA SYSTEMS INCLUDING THOSE PLACED IN MOBILE UNITSv	
 3EE SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTE 
 3EE EG 30%%$ 42!03 (/7 $/ 30%%$ 42!03 7/2+ ST2ADAR$ETECTORSCOM !PR  	
HTTPWWWSTRADARDETECTORSCOMNEWS(OW?$O?3PEED?4RAPS?7ORK&HTML NOTING THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT
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CAMERAS BY CONTRAST ARE ALWAYS PRESENT AT THEIR DESIGNATED LOCATIONS SO
NONRESIDENTS ARE AT A DISTINCT DISADVANTAGE 4HE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS LINE OF
REASONING ON THE CONSTITUTIONAL hRIGHT TO TRAVELv MAY ONE DAY BE WORTH PURSUING IN
THE LARGER CONTEXT OF MASS SPEED CAMERA ENFORCEMENT SYSTEMS
III. SPEED CAMERA TECHNOLOGY 
3EVERAL AUTOMATED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT VENDORS HAVE BEEN COMPETING VIGOROUSLY FOR
LOCAL BUSINESS IN -ARYLAND 4HEY INCLUDE !FFILIATED #OMPUTER 3ERVICES )NC
!#3	 2EDFLEX 4RAFFIC 3YSTEMS )NC 4RAFFIPAX )NC RECENTLY RENAMED
*ENOPTIK	 /PTOTRAFFIC AND !MERICAN 4RAFFIC 3OLUTIONS #ALIFORNIA !43	 ALSO
KNOWN AS ,ASER#RAFT )NC 3EVERAL OF THESE ARE LARGE MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES
!CCORDING TO A  STAFF REPORT BY THE 0OLICE #HIEF OF THE #ITY OF "OWIE TO HER
#ITY -ANAGER THE "OWIE 0OLICE $EPARTMENT CHOSE !#3 A JOINT VENTURE OF #ISCO
3YSTEMS )NC AND 8EROX #ORPORATION TO RUN THE CITYS AUTOMATED SPEED MONITORING
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 3HE REPORTED THAT THE COMPANY CHARGED THE CITY NO UP
FRONT COSTS FOR THE INSTALLATION OF SPEED CAMERAS /F EACH PAID CITATION FEE OF 
!#3 WOULD RECEIVE 
SPEED TRAPS UTILIZE ELEMENTS OF STEALTH AND SURPRISE TO DETECT SPEEDING DRIVERS AND ISSUE WARNINGS AND
CITATIONS	
!#3 PROVIDES ALL PROCESSING AND CUSTOMER SERVICES
 3EE EG 0RESS 2ELEASE .ATIONAL -OTORIST !SSOCIATION ! 3PEEDING 4ICKET BY -AIL )T #OULD (APPEN 4O
9OU 4HIS (OLIDAY 7EEKEND *ULY 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWMOTORISTSORGPRESS SPEEDINGTICKETBYMAIL
HOLIDAYWEEKEND h,OCAL RESIDENTS ARE USUALLY WELL AWARE OF THE QUIRKS OF THEIR COMMUNITYgS TRAFFIC LAWS BUT
UNFORTUNATELY MOST OUTOFSTATE VISITORS DONgT HAVE THAT LUXURY    -OTORISTS WHO DONgT LIVE IN AREAS WITH SPEED
CAMERAS ARE LIKELY TO BE TAKEN COMPLETELY BY SURPRISE BY THESE AUTOMATED TICKETING MACHINESv )D
 3EE !PTHEKER V 3ECY OF 3TATE  53   	 STATING THAT h;T=HE RIGHT TO TRAVEL IS A PART OF
THE @LIBERTY OF WHICH THE CITIZEN CANNOT BE DEPRIVED WITHOUT DUE PROCESS OF LAW UNDER THE &IFTH !MENDMENTv
QUOTING +ENT V $ULLES  53  n 			
 3EE )NTEROFFICE -EMORANDUM FROM +ATHERINE ! 0éREZ #HIEF OF 0OLICE "OWIE -ARYLAND TO $AVID *
$EUTSCH #ITY -ANAGER "OWIE -ARYLAND /CT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCITYOF BOWIEORG3TAFF
2EPORTS3TAFF?REPORTS?SPEED?CAMERA?VENDOR?ATTPDF ;HEREINAFTER 0éREZ -EMORANDUM= REPORTING
THAT !FFILIATED #OMPUTER 3ERVICES )NC WAS SELECTED FROM AMONG A NUMBER OF COMPETING SPEED CAMERA SERVICE
PROVIDERS	
 !&&),)!4%$ #/-054%2 3%26)#%3 ).# HTTPWWWACSINCCOMPUBLICSAFETYSERVICESPHOTO
ENFORCEMENTPROGRAMASPX LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 2%$&,%8 42!&&)# 3934%-3 HTTPWWWREDFLEXCOMHTMLUSAINDEXPHP LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 *%./04)+ HTTPWWWJENOPTIKCOMEN??TRAFFIC?SOLUTIONS LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 /04/42!&&)# HTTPOPTOTRAFFICCOM LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 !-%2)#!. 42!&&)# 3/,54)/.3 ,!3%2#2!&4 HTTPLASERCRAFTINCCOMINDEXPHP LAST VISITED 3EPT 
	
 3EE EG 0éREZ -EMORANDUM SUPRA NOTE  NOTING THAT !#3 IS A &ORTUNE  CORPORATION WITH OVER
 EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE	
 3EE ID NOTING THAT !#3 HAS FIFTEEN YEARS OF PHOTO ENFORCEMENT AND CURRENT SPEED CAMERA PROGRAMS IN
PLACE WITH -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY 2OCKVILLE #HEVY #HASE 'AITHERSBURG AND 4AKOMA 0ARK	
 )D
 )D
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DETECTED BY A RADAR OR LASER SPEED MEASURING DEVICE 	 THAT TRIGGERS A TIMER 	
AND A STILL OR VIDEO CAMERA 	 TO RECORD AN IMAGE OF THE CARS LICENSE PLATE AND
IMAGES OF THE ENTIRE CAR &IG 	 TOGETHER WITH THE SNAPSHOT TIMES FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CREATING A RECORD OF THE VIOLATION 	 )N THIS MOBILE SYSTEM A '03 SYSTEM 	 IS
ALSO INCORPORATED IN ORDER TO RECORD THE SYSTEMS POSITION ON THE GROUND AS PART OF
THE VIOLATION RECORD 	 4HE SYSTEM CAN BE TRIGGERED MANUALLY TO RECORD IMAGES
OR CAN BE SET TO RECORD IMAGES AUTOMATICALLY )T IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT IN ORDER
TO CAPTURE ON FILM A NONBLURRY IMAGE OF A VEHICLE MOVING AT A HIGH RATE OF SPEED AT
A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE FROM THE CAMERA HIGHSPEED HIGHINTENSITY FLASH BULBS ARE
ALSO NECESSARY TO TAKE GOOD PHOTOGRAPHS
-OST SYSTEMS RECORD TWO PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF A MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE THAT
RECORD THE CAMERA TRIGGER TIMES DOWN TO TENTHS OF A SECOND )DEALLY THEY ALSO
RECORD THE VEHICLE TRAVELING OVER A SERIES OF STRIPES PAINTED ON THE ROAD THAT ARE A
FIXED DISTANCE APART FROM ONE ANOTHER USUALLY FIVE FEET	 IN ORDER TO BETTER SHOW HOW
FAR THE VEHICLE MOVED DURING THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS 4HE
FOLLOWING FROM A $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA SPEED CAMERA IS AN EXAMPLE
0ICTURE  0ICTURE 
 3EE @ 0ATENT h7HEN A MONITORED VEHICLES SPEED EXCEEDS A PREDETERMINED MAGNITUDE THE DETECTOR
	 GENERATES AN OUTPUT SERVING TO INITIATE OPERATION OF THE CAMERA 	 AND SATELLITE MONITOR 	 AND TO
DELIVER SPEED INFORMATION TO THE CAMERA 	 4HE CAMERA 	 CREATES A VEHICLEIDENTIFYING IMAGE 	 AND
IMPOSES ON THE IMAGE 	 THE SPEED AND POSITION INFORMATIONv	
 @ 0ATENT AT COL  LL n
 )D AT COL  LL n
 3EE 53 $%04 /& 42!.30 30%%$ %.&/2#%-%.4 #!-%2! 3934%-3 /0%2!4)/.!, '5)$%,).%3 e  AT 
	 STATING THAT FAST SHUTTER SPEED AND HIGH IMAGE RESOLUTION ARE OPTIMAL FOR SPEED CAMERA IMAGE CAPTURE	
 )D AT 
 )D
 3PEED #AMERA 4RAFFIC #ITATION *AN   	 ON FILE WITH AUTHOR	 4HE VEHICLE SHOWN
BELONGS TO THE AUTHOR WHO DID NOT CONTEST THE TICKET AND PAID THE  FINE
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!S THE IMAGES SHOW THE SUBJECT VEHICLE IS SHOWN IN 0ICTURES  AND  ON *ANUARY
  AT  %34 0ICTURE  IS IMPRINTED AS HAVING BEEN TAKEN  SECONDS
AFTER 0ICTURE  ALL HAPPENING WITHIN SECOND hv AS INDICATED BY THE TIMESTAMP
4HE BACK TIRE OF THE VEHICLE IS SHOWN TRAVELING APPROXIMATELY THREE FIVEFOOT ROAD
STRIPES FROM ITS LOCATION IN 0ICTURE  TO ITS LOCATION IN 0ICTURE  A TOTAL OF
APPROXIMATELY  FEET 4HE CAR IS DETECTED AND RECORDED AS HAVING TRAVELED  MPH
 MPH OVER THE  MPH SPEED LIMIT CONSTITUTING A VIOLATION UNDER $# TRAFFIC
LAW #ONVERTING  MPH INTO FEET PER SECOND THE RECORDED SPEED OF THE CAR IS
 FEET PER SECOND IE  MILESHOUR X  FEETSECOND y  SECONDSHOUR
  FEET PER SECOND	 4HUS IN THE  SECONDS BETWEEN 0ICTURE  AND 0ICTURE 
THE CAR TRAVELED  FEET IE  FEETSECOND X  SECOND   FEET	 4HE
VISUAL MOTION OF THE CAR THEREFORE MATCHES ITS MECHANICALLY RECORDED MOTION
WITHIN APPROXIMATELY ONE AND ONEHALF FEET OF ACCURACY 4HIS MEASUREMENT IS
PROBABLY ACCURATE ENOUGH TO SUSTAIN THE VIOLATION IN TRAFFIC COURT
IV. PROBLEMS IN ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT 
3PEED CAMERAS YIELD IMPRESSIVE ENFORCEMENT RESULTS )N THE CITY OF "OWIE
-ARYLAND ALONE THE h"OWIE 3AFE 3PEED 0ROGRAMv CAPTURED MORE THAN 
VIOLATORS WITHIN THE YEAR OF ITS INCEPTION 5NDER THE ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN "OWIE
AND !#3 MENTIONED ABOVE THIS SUCCESS RATE TRANSLATES INTO OVER  MILLION IN NET
REVENUE FOR THE CITY !S FOR NONVIOLATORS THE PRESENCE OF SPEED CAMERAS HAS A
DEMONSTRABLE IN TERROREM EFFECT ON MODERATING TRAFFIC SPEEDS EVEN INDUCING SOME
DRIVERS TO PASS THE CAMERA LOCATIONS AT SPEEDS WELL BELOW THE LIMIT
!LTHOUGH MUNICIPALITIES IN 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY HAVE EAGERLY IMPLEMENTED
SPEED CAMERA SYSTEMS IN SCHOOL ZONES WITHIN THEIR BOUNDARIES THE COUNTY ITSELF WAS
 )D
 )D
 3EE GENERALLY $# #/$% e  	 AUTHORIZING THE USE OF AUTOMATED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT
SYSTEMS TO DETECT MOVING VIOLATIONS	 $# -5. 2%'3 TIT  e  	 AUTHORIZING FINES WHERE ALLEGED
VIOLATORS EXCEED THE SPEED LIMIT BY  MPH	
 3EE 2/'%23 $ 253+ ).42/$5#4)/. 4/ #/,,%'% 0(93)#3 XVIII   !PPLETON#ENTURY#ROFTS )NC
	 DEFINING SPEED AS EQUAL TO DISTANCE DIVIDED BY TIME SDT	
 "Y APPLYING BASIC ALGEBRA THE EQUATION FOR SPEED CAN BE REARRANGED TO SOLVE FOR TIME AND DISTANCE
WHICH EQUALS SPEED MULTIPLIED BY TIME DST	 )D
 3EE EG 0EOPLE V "ARBARIC  .%D   )LL !PP D 	 UPHOLDING A LOWER COURT
CONVICTION WHERE THE COURT FOUND REASONABLE AND SUFFICIENT PROOF OF THE ACCURACY OF THE INSTRUMENT	
 3EE 6AN #LEAVE SUPRA NOTE  REPORTING THAT FIVE CAMERAS ALONE IN -ARYLAND HAVE GENERATED OVER 
MILLION IN REVENUES SINCE 	
 *OE !IELLO .EW 3PEED #AMERAS &LASHING 3OON "/7)%",!$% .%73 *UNE  	 HTTPWWWHOME
TOWNBOWIECOMCONTENTNEWSPEEDCAMERASFLASHINGSOON
 3EE 0£REZ -EMORANDUM SUPRA NOTE  SEE ALSO !IELLO SUPRA NOTE  MULTIPLYING THE GROSS REVENUE
TO THE #ITY OF "OWIE IN THE AMOUNT OF  PER CITATION BY  VIOLATORS CITED SINCE THE PROGRAMS
INCEPTION	
 !CCORDING TO THE %VALUATION OF -ONTGOMERY #OUNTYS 3AFE 3PEED 0ROGRAM THE PERCENTAGE OF CARS
PASSING THE CAMERA AT OR BELOW THE SPEED LIMIT ROSE FROM  TO  AFTER THIRTEEN MONTHS OF SPEED CAMERA
ACTIVATION 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT III
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SLOW TO ADOPT THEM ON ITS OWN ROADS AT FIRST CITING THEIR RELATIVE UNPOPULARITY "Y
THE MIDDLE OF  HOWEVER THE COUNTY DEVELOPED PLANS TO INSTALL MORE THAN  OF
THE DEVICES AT COUNTY SCHOOL SITES
.OTWITHSTANDING THE CLEAR IMPACT OF SPEED CAMERAS ON MODERATING HUMAN
DRIVING BEHAVIOR THE TECHNOLOGY ITSELF IS NOT INFALLIBLE -ECHANISMS CAN AND DO GO
AWRY AND THE HUMAN BEINGS WHO OPERATE THEM CAN AND DO MAKE MISTAKES
3OME SPEED CAMERA DEVICES DO NOT RECORD THE TIME BETWEEN THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS
IN TENTHS OF A SECOND EVEN IF THEY CAN DO SO MANY ARE NOT SET UP BY THEIR OPERATORS
TO DO SO 4HE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS OF EACH VIOLATION THAT THE DEVICES TAKE SOMETIMES
SHOW THE TIMES OF THE SNAPSHOTS ONLY AS THE SAME SECOND IE AS hv IN BOTH
PICTURES OF THE EXAMPLE ABOVE
3EVERAL ARE WORTHY OF NOTE HERE
 7ITHOUT KNOWING THE PRECISE MOMENT WHEN EACH
PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY FOR CERTAIN HOW FAST A VEHICLE WAS
GOING BETWEEN THE TAKINGS OF THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS
&OR INSTANCE IN THE ABOVE EXAMPLE IF THE  SECOND TIME DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN
THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS WERE NOT IMPRINTED ON THE PHOTOGRAPHS THEN WE WOULD ONLY
KNOW THAT THE PICTURES WERE TAKEN SOMETIME WITHIN hSECOND v 'IVING THE
MOTORIST THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT AS WE MUST DO SINCE THE BURDEN OF PROOF IS ON
LAW ENFORCEMENT	 WE MUST THEREFORE ASSUME THAT THE TWO PICTURES WERE TAKEN AT
MOST ONE SECOND APART
)F THE CAR IN THE ABOVE EXAMPLE WERE INDEED TRAVELING AT  MPH AS THE SPEED
CAMERA EQUIPMENT RECORDED THEN IT WOULD HAVE TRAVELED  FEET DURING THAT
SINGLE SECOND AS ALREADY EXPLAINED 9ET THE TWO PHOTOS SHOW THE CAR TRAVELING
ONLY ABOUT  FEET )NDEED IF THE CAR TRAVELED ONLY  FEET IN THAT SINGLE SECOND
THEN IT WOULD HAVE BEEN GOING AT A SPEED OF ONLY  MPH IE  FEETSECOND X
 SECONDSHOUR y  FEETMILE   MILESHOUR	 WELL UNDER THE POSTED 
MPH SPEED LIMIT
 3EE $ANIEL 6ALENTINE 0RINCE 'EORGES 2ESIDENTS 3EEK !SSURANCE 4HAT .EW 3PEED #AMERAS 7ILL "E #LOSELY
-ONITORED '!:%44%.%4 *ULY  	 HTTPWWWGAZETTENETARTICLE .%73TEMPLATE
GAZETTE NOTING THAT DESPITE A  RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SPEED CAMERAS hTHE COUNTY HELD OFF    BECAUSE
OF THEIR UNPOPULARITYv	
'IVEN THE CRITICAL ABSENCE OF THE PRECISE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN
 )D
 3EE 4ARRON ,IVELY $OUBTS 2ISE ON 4RAFFIC #AMERAS !!! #ALLS 2EPORTS OF -ALFUNCTIONS @4IPPING 0OINT
7!3( 4)-%3 -AR   AT " REPORTING IN  THAT OVER HALF OF 7ASHINGTON $#S SPEED CAMERAS WERE
FOUND TO BE MALFUNCTIONING OR DAMAGED	
 3EE "RIAN $E"OSE  -ATTHEW #ELLA $ISTRICT TO 6OID 3PEEDING 4ICKETS 7RONG ,IMITS ,ED TO 
#ITATIONS 7!3( 4)-%3 .OV   AT ! STATING THAT MORE THAN  DRIVERS WERE ISSUED CITATIONS IN
ERROR WHEN A SPEED CAMERA WAS SET UP PRIOR TO AN UPWARD ADJUSTMENT IN THE LEGAL SPEED LIMIT	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE EG 53 0ATENT .O  COL  LL  FILED !PR  	 STATING THAT FACTORS SUCH AS THE
VEHICLES SPEED AND LASER BEAM SPOT SEPARATION MAY CONTRIBUTE TO UNCERTAINTY IN ABSOLUTE SPEED ESTIMATION USING
LASERS	
 53 $%04 /& 42!.30 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE253+ SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE 253+ SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE 253+ SUPRA NOTE  AT XVIII 
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THE TAKING OF THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS AND THE INHERENT UNCERTAINTY OF MEASURING THE
CARS SPEED WITH THE INFORMATION PROVIDED A DISTRICT COURT JUDGE WOULD HAVE
INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO TELL HOW FAST THE CAR WAS REALLY GOING AND WOULD HAVE TO
DISMISS THE TICKET
!NOTHER PROBLEM WITH SPEED CAMERA USE IS THE FREQUENT LACK OF MARKINGS ON THE
STREET THAT INDICATE HOW FAR THE VEHICLE TRAVELED BETWEEN THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS
!LTHOUGH THE STATUTES REQUIRE THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS OF A VEHICLE TO SHOW hTHE SAME
STATIONARY OBJECT NEAR THE MOTOR VEHICLEv THEY DO NOT REQUIRE THE PHOTOGRAPHS TO
SHOW EQUALLYSPACED ROAD STRIPES IN THE CAMERAS FIELD OF VIEW THAT WOULD LOCATE THE
VEHICLE MORE PRECISELY &OR EXAMPLE COMPARE THE PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE $ISTRICT OF
#OLUMBIA EXAMPLE ABOVE WHICH SHOWS SUCH ROAD STRIPES WITH THE FOLLOWING
PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY A SPEED CAMERA IN "OWIE -ARYLAND
4HERE IS AN IDENTICAL hSTATIONARY OBJECTv IN BOTH PICTURES AS THE LAW REQUIRES
NAMELY THE UTILITY POLE SOME DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE CAR
 3EE EG 53 0ATENT .O  COL  LL n FILED !PR  	 ISSUED .OV  	
DISCUSSING THAT LASER BEAM TECHNOLOGY MAY BE MADE MORE ACCURATE BY hINCREASING THE SEPARATION BETWEEN THE
TWO LASER SPOTSv hINCREASING THE LASER REPETITION RATEv AND hDECREASING THE LASER SPOT SIZEv	
(OWEVER THERE ARE NO
MARKINGS IN THE STREET THAT SHOW HOW FAR THE VISIBLE REAR WHEEL OF THE CAR TRAVELED
 4HE %VALUATION OF -ONTGOMERY #OUNTYS 3AFE 3PEED 0ROGRAM EMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF
CALIBRATING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT AT MOBILE AND FIXED SITES NOTING THE USE OF ROAD CONES FOR MOBILE SPEED
CAMERAS AND PROGRESSION LINES ON THE ROADWAY FOR FIXED SPEED CAMERAS 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 ee A		II	 A		II	 7EST 	
 )D SEE GENERALLY +EN ,EISER -O$/4 TO #HARLACK 2EMOVE ) 3TRIPES FOR 3PEED #AMERAS 34 ,/5)3
0/34$)30!4#( AT ! 3EPT  	 REPORTING CONFLICT BETWEEN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITIES AND LOCAL OFFICIALS
REGARDING PAINTED LINES ON ROADWAYS USED TO CALIBRATE SPEEDING CAMERAS	 3USAN 3INGER"ART $AMASCUS -AN
#HALLENGES 2IDGE 2OAD 3PEED #AMERA '!:%44%.%4 -AR  	 HTTPWWGAZETTENETSTORIES
DAMANEW?PHP NOTING ONE ELEMENT OF A RESIDENTgS CHALLENGE WAS THE FACT THAT STRIPES ON THE
ROADWAY INDICATING THE LOCATION OF THE CAMERA WERE CLOSED OFF DUE TO CONSTRUCTION	
 3PEED #AMERA 4RAFFIC #ITATION AT .ORTHBOUND  ,AUREL"OWIE 2OAD IN "OWIE -ARYLAND &EB 
  !- %34	 ON FILE WITH AUTHOR	
 42!.30 ee  A		II		  A		II		
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BETWEEN THE TAKINGS OF THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS 4HIS DEFICIENCY IN ADDITION TO THE FACT
THAT THE PHOTOS SHOW THE CAR MOVING AWAY AT AN ANGLE MAKE PRECISE MEASUREMENT
OF THE CARS MOVEMENT EXTREMELY DIFFICULT .EVERTHELESS BY JUXTAPOSING THE TWO
PICTURES ON A COMPUTER SCREEN IN hSLIDE SHOWv FORMAT THE AUTHOR WAS ABLE TO
DEMONSTRATE TO A DISTRICT COURT JUDGE THAT THE CAR TRAVELED ONLY ONE CAR LENGTH
CALLING THE ACCURACY OF THE CAMERA MEASUREMENT INTO QUESTION AND CAUSING THE
TICKET TO BE DISMISSED
4HE LAW REQUIRES SPEED CAMERAS TO BE CALIBRATED ANNUALLY AND FOR SYSTEM
OPERATORS TO SELFTEST THE DEVICES DAILY (OWEVER JUST BECAUSE THESE TESTS ARE
PERFORMED DOES NOT MEAN THAT SPEED CAMERA EQUIPMENT WHICH IS TYPICALLY LEFT
UNMANNED FOR AN ENTIRE DAY CANNOT MALFUNCTION DURING THAT DAY !NYONE WHO
HAS OPERATED A COMPUTER KNOWS HOW FINICKY THEY ARE AND ONE CAN ONLY IMAGINE
WHAT A COMPUTER LOCKED IN A METAL CABINET FOR AN ENTIRE DAY EXPERIENCING ALL THE
CHANGES IN TEMPERATURE AND WEATHER DURING THAT DAY WILL DO -OREOVER THE LAW
DOES NOT REQUIRE THE SYSTEM OPERATOR PERFORMING THE SELFTEST ON A SPEED CAMERA
DEVICE TO RECORD WHETHER SHE DISCOVERED THE DEVICE TO BE MALFUNCTIONING WHEN SHE
GOT THERE SHE IS ONLY REQUIRED TO REBOOT THE MACHINE AND PERFORM THE SELFTEST ON
THE REBOOTED MACHINE 7ITHOUT ANY RECORD OF HOW FAR OFF A MACHINE HAS GOTTEN
DURING THE COURSE OF A DAY THERE IS NO WAY TO TELL WHETHER IT IS LIKELY TO REMAIN
ACCURATE OVER THE COURSE OF THE FOLLOWING DAY OR IF IT IS CONSISTENTLY ACCURATE AT ALL
/NE ANECDOTAL EXAMPLE THAT THE AUTHOR LEARNED OF ALONG THESE LINES WAS OF A
SPEED CAMERA IN THE TOWN OF 2IVERDALE 0ARK -ARYLAND THAT RECORDED A MOTORISTS
CAR TRAVELING ALONG A TWOLANE ROAD IN THE TOWN AT  MPH IN A  MPH ZONE !T HIS
DISTRICT COURT HEARING THE IRATE MOTORIST TOLD THE AUTHOR THAT HE HAD A CLEAN DRIVING
RECORD GOING BACK ABOUT  YEARS THAT HE WAS NOTORIOUS AMONG HIS FRIENDS FOR BEING
 3EE GENERALLY @ 0ATENT AT COL  LL n DESCRIBING HOW LASER SOURCES IN THE SPEED DETECTION SYSTEM
MAY BE FOCUSED TO NARROW LINES ON THE ROAD SURFACE AND NOTING THAT THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS CONFIGURATION IS
WHEN THE FOCUSSPOT IS PERPENDICULAR TO THE DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC TO MINIMIZE SPEED UNCERTAINTY	
 #F $AVID (ILL "USINESS /WNER #ASTS 2EASONABLE $OUBT ON !CCURACY OF 3PEED #AMERAS 7!3( 4)-%3
!PR   HTTPWWWWASHINGTONTIMESCOMNEWSAPRBUSINESSOWNERCASTSREASONABLEDOUBT
ONACCURACYPRINT REPORTING ON THE SUCCESSFUL DISMISSAL OF MULTIPLE SPEED CAMERA CITATIONS DETECTED BY
/PTOTRAFFIC SYSTEMS IN 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY	
 42!.30 ee B		n	 B		n	
 3EE EG 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT  REPORTING THAT SPEED CAMERA VIOLATIONS WERE REJECTED
BECAUSE OF AN EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTION OR POWER INTERRUPTION	
 3EE 53 $%04 42!.30 %4 !, 30%%$-%!352).' $%6)#% 0%2&/2-!.#% 30%#)&)#!4)/.3 !#2/33 4(%
2/!$ 2!$!2 -/$5,% e  	 DESCRIBING TESTS THAT SHOULD BE CONDUCTED TO ENSURE PERFORMANCE IN
TEMPERATURES RANGING FROM & TO & AND HUMIDITY EXPOSURE UP TO  AT & FOR A MINIMUM OF EIGHT
HOURS	 #OMPANIES SUCH AS *ENOPTIK OFFER ENHANCED SPEED CAMERA OUTER HOUSING TO WITHSTAND EXTREME HEAT AND
COLD *ENOPTIK !' 4RAFFIC 3OLUTIONS 0RODUCT 3PECIFICATION FOR %NHANCED #LIMATE /UTER (OUSING FOR %XTREME (EAT
AND #OLD HTTPWWWJENOPTIKCOMENCLIMATEHOUSINGFORFIXEDTRAFFICENFORCEMENTSYSTEMS LAST ACCESSED
3EPT  	
 3EE 42!.30 ee B		I	 B		I	nII	 REQUIRING THAT THE OPERATOR SUCCESSFULLY PERFORM
THE MANUFACTURERSPECIFIED SELFTESTS AND RECORD THAT THE DEVICE PASSED	
 3EE-$ 34 ()'(7!9 !$-). '5)$%,).%3 &/2 !54/-!4%$ 30%%$ %.&/2#%-%.4 3934%-3 ). 3#(//,
:/.%3  REVD 	 ADVISING THAT LOCAL JURISDICTIONS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SYSTEM CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE OR LOCAL LAW AND MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS	
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A hPOKEY DRIVERv AND THAT HE COULD NOT IMAGINE HIMSELF DRIVING AT SUCH A RECKLESS
SPEED DOWN THE ROAD IN QUESTION 4HE EVIDENCE AGAINST HIM CONSISTED OF TWO
SPEED CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHS IMPRINTED AS HAVING BEEN TAKEN  SECONDS APART IN
WHICH HIS BACK WHEELS TRAVELED A DISTANCE OF  FEET BETWEEN TWO FENCEPOSTS THAT HE
MEASURED PRIOR TO HIS COURT DATE ! CAR TRAVELING  MPH IN  SECONDS WOULD HAVE
GONE  FEET IE  MILESHOUR X  FEETMILE y  SECONDSHOUR X 
SECOND   FEET	 )F HE HAD INDEED TRAVELED ONLY  FEET IN  SECONDS AS THE
PHOTOS SEEMED TO INDICATE THE MOTORIST WOULD HAVE HAD TO HAVE BEEN DRIVING AT A
SPEED OF ONLY  MPH IE  FEET y  SECONDS X  SECONDSHOUR y 
FEETMILE   MILESHOUR	 ONLY EIGHT MPH OVER THE SPEED LIMIT AND WELL WITHIN
THE  MPH hSAFE HARBORv OVER THE SPEED LIMIT THAT THE LAW ALLOWS %VEN IF THE
SPEED CAMERA HAD BEEN SELFTESTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THAT DAY PRIOR TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION IT WOULD BE SAFE TO ASSUME THAT IT MALFUNCTIONED AT SOME POINT PRIOR TO
RECORDING THIS MOTORISTS SPEED )N ANY EVENT THE MOTORIST SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
FOUND GUILTY OF A VIOLATION ON THE BASIS OF SUCH CONTRADICTORY EVIDENCE
!NOTHER ERROR OCCURS IN WORK ZONES ALONG EXPRESSWAYS 4HESE AREAS ARE TYPICALLY
MONITORED BY SPEED CAMERA DEVICES MOUNTED ON SMALL TRUCKS PARKED IN THE WORK
ZONE OR ON AN ADJACENT SHOULDER /NCE THE TRUCKS ARE PARKED THE OPERATOR OF THE
TRUCK TYPICALLY LEAVES THE TRUCK AND GOES ABOUT HIS BUSINESS LETTING THE TRUCK DO ITS
WORK AUTOMATICALLY (OWEVER THE SPEED CAMERA LAW FOR WORK ZONES EXPRESSLY
PROVIDES THAT h;A= WORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM MAY BE USED ONLY ;W=HEN BEING
OPERATED BY A WORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATORv ! CITED MOTORIST IS
ENTITLED TO REQUEST THE PRESENCE OF A SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATOR  DAYS PRIOR TO
TRIAL AT WHICH TIME hANv OPERATOR NOT NECESSARILY THE OPERATOR WHO ACTUALLY TOOK
THE PICTURE OF THE ALLEGED VIOLATOR	 CAN BE QUESTIONED UNDER OATH AS TO THE ACTUAL
OPERATORS WHEREABOUTS AT THE TIME OF THE VIOLATION IN QUESTION
 #F -ARYLAND 3PEED #AMERA 0ROGRAM &ACES .EW ,EGAL #HALLENGE #!22/,, 34!.$!2$ !PR  
 0-	 HTTPCARROLLSTANDARDCOMNEWSINOTHERNEWSMARYLANDSPEED CAMERAPROGRAMFACESNEW
LEGALCHALLENGEHTML NOTING A DRIVERS SURPRISE UPON RECEIVING A SPEED CAMERA CITATION HER FIRST IN FORTY YEARS OF
DRIVING	
)N ORDER TO
 3EE 253+ SUPRA NOTE  AT XVIII 
 3EE -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 ee A		 B		 AUTHORIZING THE USE OF SPEED CONTROL
SYSTEMS TO RECORD THE IMAGES OF VEHICLES TRAVELING hAT SPEEDS AT LEAST  MPH ABOVEv THE LEGAL SPEED LIMIT	
 3EE GENERALLY SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE 42!.30 e F		III	 PERMITTING THE DISTRICT COURT TO CONSIDER ANY OTHER ISSUES OR EVIDENCE
DEEMED PERTINENT AS DEFENSE TO A SPEED CAMERA VIOLATION	
 3EE GENERALLY 42!.30 e A		 DEFINING hWORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEMv AS hA DEVICE HAVING
ONE OR MORE MOTOR VEHICLE SENSORS CONNECTED TO A CAMERA SYSTEM CAPABLE OF PRODUCING RECORDED IMAGES OF
MOTOR VEHICLES TRAVELING AT OR ABOVE A PREDETERMINED SPEED IN OR APPROACHING A WORK ZONEv	 !SHLEY (ALSEY )))
-D #AMERAS #ATCH 4HOUSANDS OF 7ORK :ONE 3PEEDERS 7!3( 0/34 *AN   AT " REPORTING THAT WORK
ZONE SPEED CAMERAS ARE REPOSITIONED DAILY IN PARKED 356S	
 -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 e B		II	 7EST 	 EMPHASIS ADDED	
 )D e E		
 4HE CODE STATES hIF A PERSON    DESIRES A WORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATOR TO BE PRESENT AND
TESTIFY AT TRIAL;=v IT DOES NOT STATE IF A PERSON DESIRES THE WORK ZONE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATOR )D
 3EE ID STATING THAT THE SYSTEM OPERATOR SHALL BE PRESENT AND TESTIFY AT TRIAL UPON REQUEST	
3I:K:C !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FURTHER TEST THE OPERATORS CREDIBILITY THE MOTORIST COULD EVEN DRIVE BY THE
HOPEFULLY STILLACTIVE	 WORK ZONE BEFORE TRIAL TAKE A PICTURE OF THE TRUCK AND QUERY
THE TESTIFYING OPERATOR ABOUT NORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES IF THE TRUCK PROVES TO BE
UNMANNED
!LTHOUGH LOCAL JURISDICTIONS IN 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY MAY CONSIDER AUTOMATED
SPEED CAMERA ENFORCEMENT TO BE A GODSEND FOR THEIR TREASURIES THE -ARYLAND LAW
CONTAINS HIDDEN TRAPS FOR UNWARY CITIES AND TOWNS AS WELL AS FOR MOTORISTS &OR
ONE THE LAW PROVIDES THAT h;A= SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM MAY NOT BE USED IN A LOCAL
JURISDICTION UNDER THIS SECTION UNLESS ITS USE IS AUTHORIZED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF
THE LOCAL JURISDICTION BY LOCAL LAW ENACTED AFTER REASONABLE NOTICE AND A PUBLIC
HEARINGv 4HERE IS CONSIDERABLE VARIATION AND INATTENTIVENESS AMONG LOCAL
COMMUNITIES IN MEETING THIS REQUIREMENT
)N "OWIE THE #ITY #OUNCIL PASSED AN ORDINANCE THAT AUTHORIZES THE #ITY #OUNCIL
hBY 2ESOLUTION FOLLOWING REASONABLE NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC AND A PUBLIC HEARINGv TO
ESTABLISH A SCHOOL ZONE ON ANY ROAD IN THE CITY WITHIN ONEHALF MILE OF A SCHOOL
(OWEVER THERE IS NO PUBLIC RECORD OF THE "OWIE #ITY #OUNCIL EVER HAVING PASSED
ANY h2ESOLUTIONv SPECIFICALLY DESIGNATING SUCH ZONES IN SPECIFIC PLACES THE CITY HAS
SIMPLY LEFT IT UP TO THE #ITY -ANAGER AND THE POLICE DEPARTMENT TO ANNOUNCE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ZONES WITHOUT ANY PUBLIC HEARING 3UCH PROCEDURAL
FAILURES ON THE PART OF LOCAL JURISDICTIONS MAY BE FATAL ENOUGH TO INVALIDATE
THOUSANDS OF TICKETS THAT THEY HAVE ISSUED AND HAVE BEEN PAID BY MOTORISTS WITHOUT
CONTEST NECESSITATING REFUNDS THAT COULD SET THESE COMMUNITIES BACK TO THE TUNE OF
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
!NOTHER POTENTIAL TRAP FOR THE UNWARY TOWN LIES IN THE REQUIREMENT FOR AN ANNUAL
CALIBRATION CHECK AND CERTIFICATION OF THE MACHINES THAT MUST BE PERFORMED
 #F SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE EG !NDREW 7HITE 3MILES AND &ROWNS FOR THE 3PEED #AMERAS 7!3( 4)-%3 *AN   AT 4
REPORTING THAT REVENUE FROM SPEED CAMERAS WILL GENERATE  FOR &OREST (EIGHTS OR  OF THE FISCAL
YEARS  BUDGET	
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT SEE GENERALLY 6)2').)! 42!.30/24!4)/. 2%3%!2#(
#/5.#), !54/-!4%$ 30%%$ %.&/2#%-%.4 0),/4 02/*%#4 &/2 4(% #!0)4!, "%,47!9 &%!3)"),)49 /& 0(/4/
2!$!2  	 PROVIDING AN OVERVIEW ON THE POTENTIAL CONSTITUTIONAL EVIDENTIARY AND CHAIN OF CUSTODY
CONCERNS REGARDING PHOTORADAR SPEED ENFORCEMENT	
 -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 e B		I	 7EST 	
 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
 "/7)% -$ #/$% e "B		 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCITYOFBOWIEORG'OVERNMENT
#ODE#ODE"INDERPDF
 )D SEE ALSO -INUTES OF THE #ITY OF "OWIE 2EGULAR #ITY #OUNCIL -EETING #ITY -ANAGERS 2EPORT 
*UNE  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCITYOFBOWIEORG3TAFF2EPORTSMINPDF STATING THAT THE
PROCESS IS UNDERWAY TO OBTAIN PERMITS FOR INSTALLING SPEED CAMERAS BUT FAILS TO MENTION A PUBLIC HEARING OR
PASSAGE OF A RESOLUTION	 ! SEARCH OF THE "OWIE )NTERNET ,ASERFICHE $OCUMENT #ENTER 2ESOLUTIONS ARCHIVE FOR
  AND  DID NOT REVEAL ANY RESULTS FOR THE CITYS SPEED CAMERA PROGRAM AS OF 3EPT  	
 /THER JURISDICTIONS HAVE INVALIDATED SPEED CAMERA TICKETS EN MASSE FOR OTHER PROCEDURAL DEFICIENCIES
3EE SUPRA NOTE  DETAILING INVALIDATION OF MORE THAN  SPEED CAMERA CITATIONS AND REIMBURSEMENT OF
 IN FINES IN 7ASHINGTON $#	
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ACCORDING TO THE STATUTES BY hAN INDEPENDENT CALIBRATION LABORATORYv -OST SPEED
CAMERA PROGRAMS IN 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY ARE TOO NEW FOR THEIR DEVICES TO HAVE
UNDERGONE THEIR FIRST ANNUAL CALIBRATION CHECK AS OF YET BUT SUCH CHECKS OF EVERY
DEVICE BY A TRULY hINDEPENDENTv LABORATORY THAT IS ONE THAT IS NOT AN AFFILIATE OF THE
MANUFACTURER	 PROBABLY WILL NOT BE CHEAP 7HAT IS MORE AS EXPLAINED ABOVE
THESE POTENTIALLY EXPENSIVE CALIBRATIONS STILL WILL NOT GUARANTEE TO THE LOCAL
JURISDICTIONS THAT THE DEVICES WILL REMAIN CALIBRATED THROUGHOUT A TYPICAL DAY OF
USE
V. PROBLEMS FOR THE JUDICIARY 
)T WILL BE INTERESTING TO SEE IF THESE CASHSTRAPPED COMMUNITIES WILL ENTER INTO
CONTRACTS WITH QUALIFIED LABS IN A TIMELY MANNER IN ORDER TO HAVE THESE CALIBRATION
CHECKS DONE AND IF NOT WHAT IMPACT ON THE ENFORCEMENT OF FUTURE SPEED CAMERA
VIOLATIONS ANY DELAY OR QUESTIONABLE CONTRACT WILL HAVE
4HERE ARE ALSO CONCERNS THAT SHOULD PARTICULARLY TROUBLE MEMBERS OF THE -ARYLAND
$ISTRICT #OURT JUDICIARY WHO ARE TASKED WITH TRYING SPEED CAMERA ENFORCEMENT
CASES )T IS THEIR COURTS AND DOCKETS THAT ARE NOW BEING CLOGGED AS NEVER BEFORE
WITH SPEED CAMERA TICKETS
3PEED CAMERA TICKETS CONFRONT JUDGES WITH ONE OF THEIR MOST HATED DILEMMAS
EITHER DISPENSE CASES QUICKLY WITH LESS JUSTICE OR BE MORE JUDICIOUS WITH EACH CASE
ONLY TO LENGTHEN EACH TRIAL DAY AND FACE HUNDREDS MORE CASES TOMORROW 4HE STATE
OF -ARYLAND HAS DONE NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO HELP DISTRICT COURT JUDGES OR INCREASE
THEIR BUDGETS IN ORDER TO HANDLE THE BURGEONING CASELOAD #ERTAINLY THE
COMPANIES THAT MANUFACTURE AND SELL SPEED CAMERAS HAVE DONE LITTLE OR NOTHING TO
HELP THE COURTS CARRY OUT THEIR STATUTORY MANDATE DESPITE THE REQUIREMENT IN THE
LAW THAT h;A=N AGENCY OR AN AGENT OR CONTRACTOR DESIGNATED BY THE AGENCY SHALL
ADMINISTER AND PROCESS CIVIL CITATIONS ISSUED UNDER THIS SECTION IN COORDINATION WITH
THE $ISTRICT #OURTv
 -$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 e B		II	 7EST 	
!T BEST THE DISTRICT COURTS HAVE TRIED TO MANAGE THE CASELOAD
 3EE 30%%$ #!-%2!3 3!6% -/.%9 4HE .ATgL 3AFETY #OMMgN !UG  	 HTTPALERTS
NATIONALSAFETYCOMMISSIONCOMSPEEDCAMERASSAVEMONEYHTML REPORTING ON THE DEBATE AS TO
WHETHER SPEED CAMERAS ARE WORTH THE COST OF THEIR MAINTENANCE AFTER DRIVERS BEGIN ABIDING SPEED LIMITS AND
CITATION REVENUES FALL	
 3EE SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
 3EE-$ #/$% !.. #43  *5$ 02/# e 	 7EST 	 GRANTING THE -ARYLAND $ISTRICT #OURT
EXCLUSIVE ORIGINAL CIVIL JURISDICTION OVER CIVIL INFRACTIONS UNDER SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM STATUTES	
 #OURTS IN -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY HEARD  APPEALS TO SPEED CAMERA CITATIONS IN FISCAL YEARS  AND
 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT  3PEED CAMERA CASES ARE DOMINATING THE DOCKETS OF SOME OTHER STATESg
COURTS AS WELL 3EE EG !MY " 7ANG -ARICOPA #OUNTY 3UPERVISORS /+ !DDITIONAL 3PEED#AMERA &EE 4(%
!2):/.! 2%05",)# .OV  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWAZCENTRALCOMNEWSARTICLES
SPEEDCAMERAFEESHTML NOTING THAT SPEED CAMERA CASES IN !RIZONA REPRESENT HALF OF ALL COURT FILINGS	
 #OMPARING -ARYLAND $ISTRICT #OURTS PROPOSED FISCAL  BUDGET WITH THE  ACTUAL BUDGET AND
THE  APPROPRIATIONS THE NUMBER OF AUTHORIZED POSITIONS REMAINS FLAT AT  WHILE THE NUMBER OF
CONTRACTORS HAS INCREASED BY ONLY  POSITIONS -$ $%04 /& -'-4  "5$'%4 -!29,!.$ 34!4% "5$'%4
*5$)#)!, !.$ ,%'!, 2%6)%7  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPDBMMARYLANDGOVAGENCIESOPERBUDGET
$OCUMENTS0ROPOSEDJUDLEGALPDF
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BY HOLDING MASS HEARINGS FOR INDIVIDUAL CITIES AND TOWNS ON SPECIFIC DAYS OF EACH
MONTH CAUSING GREAT INCONVENIENCE FOR DEFENDANTS WHO CANNOT TAKE TIME OFF FROM
WORK TO APPEAR IN COURT ON h"OWIE $AYv OR h#OLLEGE 0ARK $AYv
7HAT IS MORE THE INSIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF THE FINE RENDERS APPEAL OF ADVERSE
CASES VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR MOTORISTS 4HE FILING FEE FOR DE NOVO REVIEW OF
DISTRICT COURT CASES BY THE -ARYLAND CIRCUIT COURTS AND THE FEES FOR APPEAL TO HIGHER
COURTS FAR EXCEED THE FINE ITSELF 4HIS MAKES THE DISTRICT COURT JUDGES BROMIDE
THAT hYOU ARE ALWAYS FREE TO APPEAL MY DECISIONv PARTICULARLY FRUSTRATING TO THE
MOTORIST WHO BELIEVES THAT HE HAS UNJUSTLY BEEN FOUND GUILTY 4HE PAUCITY OF
APPELLATE DECISIONS ALSO LEAVES DISTRICT COURT JUDGES BEREFT OF GUIDANCE FROM HIGHER
COURTS ON HOW TO INTERPRET AND APPLY THE SPEED CAMERA LAWS
4HE SPEED CAMERA LAWS ALSO CONTAIN A FLAW THAT CALLS THE EVIDENCE JUDGES HEAR IN
SUCH CASES INTO QUESTION
!T THE VERY LEAST THE
-ARYLAND LEGISLATURE WOULD BE WELLADVISED TO REMOVE ALL APPELLATE FILING FEES FROM
SUCH CASES IN ORDER TO ASSURE AN ADEQUATE CHANCE OF JUDICIAL REVIEW
 5NDER THE STATUTES THE EVIDENCE OF A VIOLATION IN SUCH
CASES CONSISTS OF A CERTIFICATE ALLEGING THAT THE VIOLATION OCCURRED AND THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE STATUTE HAVE BEEN SATISFIED THAT IS SWORN TO OR AFFIRMED BY EITHER
hAN AGENT OR EMPLOYEE OFv THE ENFORCING AGENCY OR IN THE CASE OF WORK ZONES BY A
POLICE OFFICER OF THE ENFORCING JURISDICTION hBASED ON INSPECTION OF RECORDED IMAGES
PRODUCED BY A WORK ZONE CONTROL SYSTEMv )T IS ADMISSIBLE IN COURT WITHOUT THE
PRESENCE OR TESTIMONY OF THE SYSTEM OPERATOR WHO PERFORMED THE DAILY TESTING
REQUIREMENTS ON THE DEVICE IN QUESTION
4HIS IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE USUAL EVIDENTIARY REQUIREMENT TYPIFIED BY 2ULE
 OF THE &EDERAL 2ULES OF %VIDENCE WHICH FORBIDS A NONEXPERT WITNESS TO TESTIFY
UNLESS THE WITNESS HAS hPERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE MATTERv )T ALSO DIFFERS FROM THE
STANDARD PRACTICED BY -ARYLAND DISTRICT COURTS IN NORMAL RADAR SPEED CASES IN
WHICH THE POLICE OFFICER WHO OPERATED THE RADAR AND OBSERVED THE ALLEGED VIOLATOR
EXCEEDING THE SPEED LIMIT IS CALLED UPON TO TESTIFY OF HIS OWN PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE
 )N ORDER TO MANAGE THE CASELOAD THE DISTRICT COURT IN -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY SCHEDULES BETWEEN  AND
 SPEED CAMERA CITATION HEARINGS FOR A SINGLE MORNING ONCE EACH MONTH 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 42!.30 e C		
 3EE $)34 #4 /& -$ '5)$% 4/ !00%!, &%%3 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCOURTSSTATEMDUS
DISTRICTFORMSACCTDCAAPDF AUTHORIZING AN  APPEAL FEE FOR SPEED MONITORING CITATIONS	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n
 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
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 h! WITNESS MAY NOT TESTIFY TO A MATTER UNLESS EVIDENCE IS INTRODUCED SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT A FINDING THAT
THE WITNESS HAS PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE MATTER %VIDENCE TO PROVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE MAY BUT NEED NOT
CONSIST OF THE WITNESS OWN TESTIMONYv )D
 3EE $)34 #4 /& -$ 42!&&)# #)4!4)/. ).&/2-!4)/. HTTPWWWCOURTSSTATEMDUSDISTRICT
SELFHELPTRAFFICHTML LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 NOTING THAT THE OFFICER WHO ISSUED ;THE= TICKET WILL TESTIFY AT
TRIAL	
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)F THE OFFICER FAILS TO APPEAR TO TESTIFY IN COURT THE CASE IS DISMISSED (ERE BY
CONTRAST PERMITTING A VIOLATION TO REST ON THE TESTIMONY OF A NONEXPERT WITH NO
PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF A VIOLATION OTHER THAN TO HAVE REVIEWED PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
ALLEGED VIOLATION AFTER THE FACT IS TO ALLOW HEARSAY TO GOVERN GUILT OR INNOCENCE AND
TO INVITE THE TESTIFYING WITNESS TO SPECULATE OR WORSE TO LIE	 ABOUT FACTS SURROUNDING
THE ALLEGATIONS THAT HAVE NO GROUNDING IN PERSONAL PERCEPTION 5LTIMATELY EVEN
CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS UNDER THE &IFTH AND 3IXTH !MENDMENTS TO THE 53
#ONSTITUTION COULD ARISE EVEN THOUGH SPEED CAMERA PROCEEDINGS ARE OSTENSIBLY
hCIVILv RATHER THAN hCRIMINALv IN NATURE )T IS WELLESTABLISHED THAT THE &IFTH
!MENDMENTS PRIVILEGE IN CRIMINAL CASES AGAINST SELFINCRIMINATION AND THE 3IXTH
!MENDMENTS RIGHT OF THE CRIMINALLY ACCUSED hTO    BE CONFRONTED WITH THE
WITNESSES AGAINST HIM   v MAY BE APPLICABLE TO CIVIL PENALTY CASES IF CERTAIN FACTORS
ARE PRESENT
VI. CONCLUSION 
)T IS READILY APPARENT TO THE AVERAGE DRIVER TODAY THAT THE PROLIFERATION OF SPEED
CAMERAS HAS HAD A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON REDUCING SPEEDING IN -ARYLAND 4HIS IS
PARTICULARLY TRUE IN 0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY WHERE LOCAL JURISDICTIONS HAVE THE
AUTHORITY TO IMPLEMENT THEIR OWN SPEED CAMERA PROGRAMS AS WELL AS THE COUNTY
-OTORISTS ARE DEFINITELY MORE AWARE NOW OF THE PRESENCE OF SPEED CAMERAS ALONG THE
ROAD AND THEY DRIVE ACCORDINGLY
 3EE ,EONARD 2 3TAMM 02!#4)#% -!.5!, &/2 4(% -!29,!.$ ,!79%2 e  RD ED -D )NST FOR
#ONTINUING 0ROFL %DUC OF ,AWYERS 	 NOTING THAT THE NONAPPEARANCE OF A POLICE OFFICER OFTEN RESULTS IN A
FINDING OF NOT GUILTY	
3OME HAVE EVEN TAKEN TO DRIVING THEIR CARS ON
hCRUISE CONTROLv EVEN ON LOCAL STREETS IN ORDER TO PREVENT hLEAD FOOT SYNDROMEv
FROM LEADING THEM ASTRAY AND FALLING UNWITTINGLY INTO THE CLUTCHES OF A SPEED
 3EE GENERALLY &%$ 2 %6)$  ADVISORY COMMITTEEgS NOTE 	 NOTING THAT THE RULE REQUIRING
PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE ENHANCES THE RELIABILITY OF THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED	
 3EE +ENNEDY V -ENDOZA-ARTINEZ  53   	 APPLYING CRIMINAL CONSTITUTIONAL
PROTECTIONS IN CIVIL PENALTY CASES DEPENDING ON hWHETHER THE SANCTION INVOLVES AN AFFIRMATIVE DISABILITY OR
RESTRAINT WHETHER IT HAS HISTORICALLY BEEN REGARDED AS A PUNISHMENT WHETHER IT COMES INTO PLAY ONLY ON A
FINDING OF SCIENTER WHETHER ITS OPERATION WILL PROMOTE THE TRADITIONAL AIMS OF PUNISHMENT THAT IS RETRIBUTION
AND DETERRENCE WHETHER THE BEHAVIOR TO WHICH IT APPLIES IS ALREADY A CRIME WHETHER AN ALTERNATIVE PURPOSE TO
WHICH IT MAY RATIONALLY BE CONNECTED IS ASSIGNABLE FOR IT AND WHETHER IT APPEARS EXCESSIVE IN RELATION TO THE
ALTERNATIVE PURPOSE ASSIGNEDv	 SEE ALSO 5NITED 3TATES V (ALPER  53   N 	 h;)=N DETERMINING
WHETHER A PARTICULAR CIVIL SANCTION CONSTITUTES CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT IT IS THE PURPOSES ACTUALLY SERVED BY THE
SANCTION IN QUESTION NOT THE UNDERLYING NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS GIVING RISE TO THE SANCTION THAT MUST BE
EVALUATEDv	
 3EE EG #OLETTE ,UKE 3PEEDING 4ICKETS $ROPPED 3IGNIFICANTLY !FTER THE !DDITION OF  #AMERAS
2)6%2$!,% 0!2+5.)6%23)49 0!2+ 0!4#( /CT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPRIVERDALEPARKPATCHCOM
ARTICLESSPEEDINGTICKETSDROPPEDSIGNIFICANTLYAFTERTHEADDITIONOFCAMERAS REPORTING THAT THE NUMBER OF
TICKETS hDECREASED TREMENDOUSLYv SINCE INSTALLING SPEED CAMERAS	
 3EE-$ #/$% !.. 42!.30 e B		III	 7EST 	 AUTHORIZING A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION IN
0RINCE 'EORGES #OUNTY TO hIMPLEMENT AND USE A SPEED MONITORING SYSTEM    ON A COUNTY HIGHWAY AT A
LOCATION WITHIN ITS CORPORATE LIMITSv	
 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT II REPORTING ON STUDIES THAT SHOW THE DETERRENCE POWER OF THE FINES
FROM SPEED LIMIT VIOLATIONS	
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CAMERA /THERS HAVE ACQUIRED DEVICES THAT WARN THEM WHILE DRIVING IF THEY ARE
EXCEEDING THE SPEED LIMIT OR THAT CREATE A RECORD OF THEIR SPEED AT ALL TIMES SO THAT
THEY CAN COMPARE A SPEED CAMERA VIOLATIONS MEASUREMENT WITH THEIR OWN CARS
RECORD
!LTHOUGH THE OVERARCHING PURPOSE OF AUTOMATED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT IS A SALUTARY
ONE OF SLOWING DOWN SPEEDERS AND EVEN THOUGH THE  FINE IS TOO LOW FOR MOST
PEOPLE TO CARE IF THE VIOLATION IS ACCURATE OR WORTH TAKING TIME AWAY FROM WORK OR
HOME TO CONTEST THERE IS STILL A LEGAL CONCERN THAT SHOULD TROUBLE THE
CONSCIENTIOUS JURIST
4HE -ARYLAND AUTOMATED SPEED ENFORCEMENT LAWS SUFFER FROM AN INFIRMITY OF
TECHNOLOGICAL AND LEGAL UNCERTAINTY
4HAT IS THIS 3HOULDNT A LAW THAT IMPOSES STRICT LIABILITY ON
THE MOTORIST FOR SPEEDING IMPOSE AN EQUAL DUTY ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES TO
COMPLY STRICTLY WITH THE LAWS ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
 'OVERNMENTS SHOULD BE LEERY OF PUTTING TOO
MUCH FAITH IN THE INFALLIBILITY OF MACHINES AND TOO LITTLE IN THE RIGHT OF DUE PROCESS
FOR HUMANS
4O THE POLITICIANS IN THE -ARYLAND LEGISLATURE WHO WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR ENACTING
THESE LAWS IT MUST HAVE SEEMED LIKE A NOBRAINER TO PASS THEM GIVEN THE PROMISE
FROM INDUSTRY LOBBYISTS OF EASY MONEY BY DUNNING THOUSANDS OF CITIZENS WITH FINES
TOO SMALL TO FIGHT )TS ALL IN THE NAME OF HIGHWAY SAFETY THEY UNDOUBTEDLY
THOUGHT WHO WOULD BOTHER TO QUESTION IT )N  HOWEVER POLITICIANS IN THE
"RITISH 0ARLIAMENT THINKING THE SAME WAY SIMILARLY ENACTED A LAW THAT IMPOSED
SEEMINGLY INSIGNIFICANT STAMP TAXES ON LEGAL PAPERS CERTIFICATES DIPLOMAS
MAGAZINES NEWSPAPERS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS PRINTED IN THE !MERICAN #OLONIES
4HAT FOLLY SPARKED THE !MERICAN 2EVOLUTION
 &OR EXAMPLE 4RAPSTER A MOBILE SPEED TRAP SHARING SYSTEM USES THE MOBILE DEVICEgS '03 SYSTEM TO
ALERT USERS WHEN THEY EXCEED THE SPEED LIMIT AND WHEN A SPEED CAMERA IS NEARBY 42!034%2
HTTPWWWTRAPSTERCOM LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
4HE 3TATE OF -ARYLAND WOULD BE
WISE TO PAY HEED TO THAT HISTORY
 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT   3PEED CAMERA CITATION RECIPIENTS IN -ONTGOMERY #OUNTY
-ARYLAND CHALLENGED A MERE  OF SUCH CITATIONS ISSUED BETWEEN FISCAL YEARS  AND  )D
 3EE GENERALLY 3TATE V #ATES  !D  -D 	 HOLDING THAT DEFENDANTS MAY    ARGUE THAT THE
STATE HAS FAILED TO MEET THE NUMEROUS REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 	
 3EE SUPRA 0ARTS )))n)6
 3EE 2/-%2 %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT SOME OPPONENTS ARGUE THAT AUTOMATIC SPEED
MONITORING LEADS TO hA @TRIAL BY CAMERA AUTOMATICALLY PRESUMING THE DRIVERgS GUILT	
 !#3 )NC THE -ARYLAND CONTRACTOR FOR SPEED CAMERA VIOLATIONS HAS REAPED  MILLION SINCE 
FROM SPEED MONITORING SYSTEMS 3EE #LEAVE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 4HE 3TAMP !CT  'EORGE ))) C  	 REPRINTED IN 02/,/'5% 4/ 2%6/,54)/. 3/52#%3 !.$
$/#5-%.43 /. 4(% 34!-0 !#4#2)3)3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